
CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. CHEMICAL KINETICS 

         Kinetics [1] is a part of science of motion. Chemical kinetics, also known 

as reaction kinetics, is a branch in physical chemistry that measures the rate 

of a reaction - the speed at which one chemical reacts to form another. 

Chemical kinetics involves the study of the rate of change and the way in 

which this rate is influenced by the concentration of reactants, temperature, 

solvent, catalyst, added salts, ionic strength, etc... It deals with the experimental 

determinations of the reaction rates from which rate laws and rate 

constants are derived. It includes investigations of how different experimental 

conditions can influence the speed of a chemical reaction and yield 

information about the reaction's mechanism and transition states, as well as 

the construction of mathematical models that can describe the characteristics 

of a chemical reaction.  

        Any chemical process may be broken down into a sequence of one or 

more single-step processes known either as elementary processes, elementary 

reactions, or elementary steps. An important point to recognize is that many 

reactions that are written as a single reaction equation in actual fact consist of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reaction_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rate_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reaction_rate_constant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reaction_rate_constant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reaction_mechanism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transition_state
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a series of elementary steps. This will become extremely important as we learn 

more about the theory of chemical reaction rates. As a general rule, elementary 

processes involve a transition between two atomic or molecular states 

separated by a potential barrier. The potential barrier constitutes the activation 

energy of the process, and determines the rate at which it occurs. When the 

barrier is low, the thermal energy of the reactants will generally be high 

enough to surmount the barrier and move over to products, and the reaction 

will be fast. However, when the barrier is high, only a few reactants will have 

sufficient energy, and the reaction will be much slower. The presence of a 

potential barrier to reaction is also the source of the temperature dependence 

of the reaction rates. 

        However, kinetics is not just an aspect of physical chemistry but it 

unlocks the secrets of many things in our everyday lives. It is a unifying topic 

covering the whole of chemistry, and many aspects of biochemistry and 

biology. It is also of supreme importance in both the chemical and 

pharmaceutical industries. Since the mechanism of a reaction is intimately 

bound up with kinetics, and since mechanism is a major topic of inorganic, 

organic and biological chemistry, the subject of kinetics provides a unifying 

framework for these conventional branches of chemistry. Surface chemistry, 

catalysis and solid state chemistry all rest heavily on knowledge of kinetic 

techniques, analysis and interpretation. Kinetics also makes substantial 
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contributions to the burgeoning subject of atmospheric chemistry and 

environmental studies. 

         Chemical kinetics with its emphasis on dynamics may be constructed with 

the static point of view of chemical thermodynamics. While chemical kinetics 

is concerned with the rate of a chemical reaction, thermodynamic determines 

the extent to which reactions occur. Many efforts have been made to approach 

between both chemical kinetics and thermodynamics through application of 

statically methods of reactions involving equilibrium state between the 

energetic and the non-energetic one during the formation of activated complex 

in the transition state. 

        Study of the kinetics of a chemical reaction is usually carried out with 

one or two main goals in mind: 

1. Analysis of the sequence of elementary steps giving rise to the overall 

reaction. i.e. the reaction mechanism. 

2. Evaluation of the absolute rate of the reaction and/or its elementary steps. 

        The sort of information used in chemical kinetics is summarized in terms 

of:  

 the factors influencing rates of reaction,  

 the dependence of the rate of the reaction on concentration, called the order 

of reaction,  
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 the rate-law expression, which is an equation which summarizes the 

dependence of the reaction rate on the concentrations of substances which 

affect the rate of reaction,  

 the rate-law expression involves the rate constant which is a constant of 

proportionality linking the rate with the various concentration terms,  

 this rate constant collects in one quantity all the information needed to 

calculate the rate under specific conditions,  

 the effect of temperature on the rate of reaction where increase in 

temperature generally increases the rate of reaction. Knowledge of just 

exactly how temperature affects the rate constant can give information 

leading to a deeper understanding of how reactions occur.  

 

1.1.1. Reaction Rate  

        The rate of a chemical reaction [1] is the velocity with which the reaction 

occurs, or equivalently the rate at which products are formed. The more 

precise meaning of the term; rate of reaction, is how fast the reactant 

concentration changes with time, can be illustrated on graphs of concentration 

versus time (see Figures 1.1(a), (b) and (c)). The average rate over the time 

interval t1 to t2 when the concentration decreases from c1 to c2 is specified by: 

(c2 – c1) / (t2 – t1) = gradient of line AB. 
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However, this gives limited information. What is needed is the actual rate at 

a particular [reactant], called the ‘instantaneous rate’. This corresponds to 

situations where c2 - c1 → 0, and t2 - t1 → 0, and describes the gradient of a 

tangent to the curve at the particular concentration or time, e.g. the gradient 

of line EF, Figure 1.1(b), gives the instantaneous rate at c’ and t’. The gradient 

of EF is negative, but the rate of reaction is defined to be positive, and so the 

rate of reaction in terms of reactant = - the gradient. It is important to include 

the minus sign. The initial rate is a very important quantity in kinetics, 

especially for complex reactions involving many steps where secondary 

reactions and products of reaction may affect the rate. The initial rate is the 

rate at the very start of reaction, Figure 1.1(c), and, with the exception of chain 

reactions, is the line of steepest gradient giving the maximum rate. 
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Figure 1.1. (a) Graph of concentration versus time, illustrating the meaning 

of average rate. (b) Graph of concentration versus time, illustrating the 

meaning of instantaneous rate. (c) Graph of concentration versus time, 

illustrating the meaning of initial rate. 

 

         Rate of reaction can be experimentally measured by monitoring the 

change of any property such as concentration, viscosity, density, electrical 

conductivity, etc as a function of time. The rate has units of concentration per 

unit time, mol dm-3 s-1 (for gas phase reactions, alternative units of 

concentration are often used, usually units of pressure - Torr, mbar or Pa). To 

measure a reaction rate, we simply need to monitor the concentration of one 

of the reactants or products as a function of time as follows: as follows: 

aA  +  bB  
k

  cC  +  dD 
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where A and B are the reactants, C and D are the products, k is the rate constant 

and (a, b, c and d) refer to the number of molecules, i.e., stoichiometry of the 

overall or net reaction. The rate then: 

Rate = 
dta

d[A]1
 = 

dtb

d[B]1
 = 

dtc

d[C]1
 = 

dtd

d[D]1
 = k [A]x[B]y 

where  x  and  y  refer to the orders with respect to the reactants which can be 

determined experimentally. The negative signs appear because concentrations 

of the reactants A and B decrease with time while the positive signs appear 

because the concentrations of the products C and D increase with time. 

 

1.1.2. Theories of Reaction Rates  

        The final task is to develop theories [1] as to why and how reactions 

occur, and to examine the physical and chemical requirements for reaction. 

This is a very important aspect of modern kinetics.  

1.1.2.a. Collision theory  

        Early theoretical work using the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution led to 

collision theory. This gave an expression for the rate of reaction in terms of 

the rate of collision of the reacting molecules. This collision rate is then 

modified to account for the fact that only a certain fraction of the reacting 

molecules will react, that fraction being the number of molecules which have 
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energy above the critical minimum value. Collision theory affords a physical 

explanation of the exponential relationship between the rate constant and the 

absolute temperature. The crucial argument is that molecules which are 

activated and have acquired the necessary critical minimum energy do not 

have to react immediately they receive this energy by collision. There is 

sufficient time after the final activating collision for the molecule to lose its 

critical energy by being deactivated in another collision, or to react in a 

unimolecular step. It is the existence of this time lag between activation by 

collision and reaction which is basic and crucial to the theory of unimolecular 

reactions, and this assumption leads inevitably to first order kinetics at high 

pressures, and second order kinetics at low pressures. Other elementary 

reactions can be handled in the same fundamental way: molecules can become 

activated by collision and then last long enough for there to be the same two 

fates open to them. The only difference lies in the molecularity of the actual 

reaction step. This is a mechanism common to all chemical reactions since it 

describes each individual reaction step in a complex reaction where there are 

many steps. 

1.1.2.b. Transition state theory 

        The idea of reaction being defined in terms of the spatial arrangements 

of all the atoms in the reacting system crystallized into transition state theory. 
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This theory has proved to be of fundamental importance. Reaction is now 

defined as the acquisition of a certain critical geometrical configuration of all 

the atoms involved in the reaction, and this critical configuration was shown 

to have a critical maximum in potential energy with respect to reactants and 

products. The lowest potential energy pathway between the reactant and 

product configurations represents the changes which take place during 

reaction, and is called the reaction coordinate or minimum energy path. The 

critical configuration lies on this pathway at the configuration with the highest 

potential energy. It is called the transition state or activated complex, and it 

must be attained before reaction can take place. The rate of reaction is the rate 

at which the reactants pass through this critical configuration. Transition state 

theory, especially with its recent developments, has proved a very powerful 

tool, vastly superior to collision theory. It has only recently been challenged 

by modern advances in molecular beams and molecular dynamics which look 

at the microscopic details of a collision, and which can be regarded as a 

modified collision theory. These developments along with computer 

techniques, and modern experimental advances in spectroscopy and lasers 

along with fast reaction techniques, are now revolutionizing the science of 

reaction rates. 
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1.1.3. Factors Affecting Reaction Rate 

1.1.3.a. Nature of the reactants 

          Depending upon what substances are reacting, the reaction rate varies. 

Acid/base reactions, the formation of salts, and ion exchange are fast 

reactions. When covalent bond formation takes place between the molecules 

and when large molecules are formed, the reactions tend to be very slow. 

Nature and strength of bonds in reactant molecules greatly influence the rate 

of its transformation into products. 

1.1.3.b. Physical states of the reactants 

        The physical state (solid, liquid, or gas) of a reactant is also an important 

factor of the rate of change. When reactants are in the same phase, as 

in aqueous solution, thermal motion brings them into contact. However, when 

they are in different phases, the reaction is limited to the interface between the 

reactants. Reaction can occur only at their area of contact; in the case of a 

liquid and a gas, at the surface of the fluid. Vigorous shaking and stirring may 

be needed to bring the reaction to completion. This means that the more finely 

divided a solid or liquid reactant the greater its surface area per 

unit volume and the more contact it with the other reactant, thus the faster the 

reaction.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ion_exchange
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_state
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase_(matter)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aqueous
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_area
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volume
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1.1.3.c. Concentrations of the reactants 

         The reactions are due to collisions of reactant species. The frequency 

with which the molecules or ions collide depends upon their concentrations. 

The more crowded the molecules are, the more likely they are to collide and 

react with one another. Thus, an increase in the concentrations of the reactants 

will usually result in the corresponding increase in the reaction rate, while a 

decrease in the concentrations will usually have a reverse effect.  

 

1.1.3.d. Temperature 

        Temperature usually has a major effect on the rate of a chemical reaction. 

Molecules at a higher temperature have more thermal energy. Although 

collision frequency is greater at higher temperatures, this alone contributes 

only a very small proportion to the increase in rate of reaction. Much more 

important is the fact that the proportion of reactant molecules with sufficient 

energy to react (energy greater than activation energy: E > Ea) is significantly 

higher and is explained in detail by the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution of 

molecular energies. The "rule of thumb" that the rate of chemical reactions 

doubles for every 10 °C temperature rise is a common misconception.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concentration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temperature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Activation_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maxwell%E2%80%93Boltzmann_distribution
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1.1.3.d.i. Arrhenius equation 

         For any reaction with non-zero activation energy, the rate constant is 

dependent on temperature. The temperature dependence is often modeled by 

the Arrhenius equation. Arrhenius suggested [2] that an equilibrium exists 

between inert and active molecules of the reactant that the latter only was able 

to take part in the reaction. By applying the reaction isochore to the 

equilibrium between inert and active species, 

2d

)d(ln

RT

E

T

k a  

it can be readily shown that the variation of the specific rate of the reaction 

with temperature should be expressed by an equation of the form: 

A
RT

E
k a lnln   

where, 

 Ea is the activation energy of the reaction which represents the energy that 

the molecule in the initial state of the process must acquire before it can 

take part in the reaction. 

 A is the collision number (pre-exponential factor or frequency factor) 

which equals to the frequency of collisions between reacting molecules in 

the gas; thus in the case of reaction between two species A and B, the 

specific rate. 
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 k  is the rate constant of the reaction. 

 T is temperature (in Kelvin). 

A plot of ln k versus 1/T gives a straight line, whose slope (- Ea / R) and 

intercept (ln A) can be used to determine Ea and A.  

       The temperature-dependence means that, in order to measure an accurate 

value for k, the temperature of the reaction mixture must be maintained at a 

constant known value. If activation energies are to be measured as part of the 

kinetic study, rate constants must be measured at a series of temperatures. The 

temperature is most commonly monitored using a thermocouple, due to its 

wide range of operation and potential for automation; however, standard 

thermometers are also commonly used. There are numerous ways in which 

the temperature of a reaction mixture may be controlled. For example, 

reactions in the liquid phase may be carried out in a temperature-controlled 

thermostat, while reactions in the gas phase are usually carried out inside a 

stainless steel vacuum chamber. Low temperatures may be achieved by 

flowing cooled liquid through the walls of the reaction vessel, and very low 

temperatures may be reached by using cryogenic liquids such as liquid 

nitrogen (~77 K) or liquid helium (~4 K).  

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kelvin
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1.1.3.d.ii. Eyring equation 

         Eyring equation is similar to the Arrhenius equation, which also 

describes temperature dependence on reaction rates. However, while 

Arrhenius equation can be applied only to the kinetics of gas reactions, the 

Eyring equation can be useful in the study of gas, condensed and mixed phase 

reactions that does not base on the collision model [1,3]. 

         The formulation of thermodynamics has been applied by Eyring [4] to 

the hypothesized equilibrium between the reactants and activated complex. 

The hypothetical equilibrium constant is symbolized by K# (the symbol # will 

be used to represent the activated complex) which is related to the activation 

thermodynamic parameters: ΔG#, ΔH# and ΔS# for a reaction such as: 

         A  + B
K#

M#
k

products                 

where M# is the activated complex that is to be regarded as an ordinary 

molecule, possessing all the usual thermodynamic properties with the 

exception that motion in one direction, i.e., along the reaction coordinate, 

leads to decomposition at a definite rate. 

      The hypothetical equilibrium constant (K#) is related to the rate constant 

by the following relationship: 

#B# k
K

h

T
K

Nh

RT
k   
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where, 

R  = Universal gas constant (8.314 Jmol-1 K-1) 

k  = Reaction rate constant 

N  = Avogadro’s number 

kB = Boltzmann’s constant (1.381x1023 JK-1)  

h = Blank’s constant (6.626x1034 Js). 

T = Absolute temperature (in Kelvin) 

Since, 

ΔG °
T = - RT ln K# 

and                         ΔG# = ΔH# - TΔS#                 

Hence: 








 





R

S

RT

H

T

hk ##

Bk
ln  

where, 

ΔH# = Enthalpy of activation 

ΔG# = Free energy of activation 

ΔS# = Entropy of activation 
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        A plot of the left hand side against the reciprocal of the absolute 

temperature (l/T) should be linear with a slope and an intercept corresponding 

to the enthalpy and entropy of activation, respectively. 

1.1.3.d.iii. Van't Hoff equation 

        Van't Hoff equation relates the change in the equilibrium constant (Keq) 

of a chemical equilibrium to the change in temperature, T, given the standard 

enthalpy change, ΔHo. Under standard conditions, the van't Hoff equation is 

based on the assumption that the enthalpy and entropy are constant with 

temperature changes.  

Under standard conditions, the van't Hoff equation is [5,6]: 

2

ln

RT

H

dT

Kd o
eq 
  

Taking the definite integral of this differential equation between temperatures 

T1 and T2 gives: 






















121

2 11
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TTR

H

K
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In this equation, K1 is the equilibrium constant at absolute temperature T1, and 

K2 is the equilibrium constant at absolute temperature T2. 

         From the definition of Gibbs free energy: 
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ΔGo = ΔHo – TΔSo 

where S is entropy of the system, and from the Gibbs free energy isotherm 

equation [7]: 

ΔGo = - RT ln Keq 

The linear form of the van't Hoff equation can be obtained: 

  
R

S

RT

H
K

oo

eq





ln  

For a reversible reaction, the equilibrium constant can be measured at a variety 

of temperatures. When the values of ln Keq were plotted against 1/T a linear 

relationship were obtained. From this plot,  ̶ ΔHo / R is the slope and ΔSo / R is 

the intercept of the linear fit. 

         Furthermore, using both Arrhenius and van’t Hoff equation, the 

following relationship is obtained: 

RT

H

R

S

hT

k ##

Bk
lnln





  

1
k

lnln a

#

B 






 


RT

E

R

S

hT

k
 

A plot of ln(k/T) against 1/T give a straight line with a slope equals [-ΔH#/R] 

or [(-Ea /R) +1] and an intercept of  [(ΔS#/R) + ln kB/h] [8,9]. 
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1.1.3.e. Catalysts 

        A catalyst is a substance that accelerates the rate of a chemical reaction 

but  remains chemically unchanged afterwards. The catalyst increases the rate 

of the reaction by providing a different reaction mechanism to occur with a 

lower activation energy.  

         Generic potential energy diagram 

(Figure 2) showing the effect of a catalyst 

in a hypothetical endothermic reaction. 

The presence of a catalyst opens a 

different reaction pathway (with a lower 

activation energy. The final result and the 

overall thermodynamics are the same.                                                                                                               

          In autocatalysis a reaction product is itself a catalyst for that reaction 

leading to positive feedback. Proteins that act as catalysts in biochemical 

reactions are called enzymes. Michaelis–Menten kinetics [10] describe 

the rate of enzyme mediated reactions. A catalyst does not affect the position 

of the equilibria, as the catalyst speeds up the backward and forward reactions 

equally. 

Figure 1.2. Potential energy diagram 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catalyst
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemically
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reaction_mechanism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Activation_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autocatalysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Positive_feedback
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzyme
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michaelis%E2%80%93Menten_kinetics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzyme_kinetics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Activation_energy.svg
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1.1.3.f. Pressure 

        Increasing the pressure in a gaseous reaction will increase the number of 

collisions between reactants, increasing the rate of reaction. This is because 

the activity of a gas is directly proportional to the partial pressure of the gas. 

This is similar to the effect of increasing the concentration of a solution. 

Increasing the pressure increases the heat transfer rate between the reacting 

molecules and the rest of the system, reducing this effect. 

 

1.1.4. Rate Laws 

       The relationship between a reaction rate and the concentration of a 

chemical species that can affect the rate is given by a "rate law" [11]. Many 

reactions follow a simple rate law, which takes the form: 

Rate = k [A]a[B]b[C]c 

i.e. the rate is proportional to the concentrations of the reactants each raised 

to some power. The constant of proportionality, k, is called the rate constant. 

The power of a particular concentration is raised to is the reaction order with 

respect to that reactant. Note that the orders do not have to be integers. The 

sum of the powers is called the overall order. Even reactions that involve 

multiple elementary steps often obey rate laws of this kind, though in these 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Activity_(chemistry)
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cases the orders will not necessarily reflect the stoichiometry of the reaction 

equation. For example: 

H2 + I2 → 2HI                              Rate = k [H2][I2] 

3 ClO− → ClO3
− + 2 Cl−              Rate = k [ClO−]2 

Other reactions follow complex rate laws. These often have a much more 

complicated dependence on the chemical species present, and may also 

contain more than one rate constant. Complex rate laws always imply a multi-

step reaction mechanism. An example of a complex rate law is: 

H2 + Br2 → 2HBr                 Rate = [H2][Br2]
1/2 /(1 + k'[HBr]/[Br2]) 

In the above example, the reaction has order 1 with respect to [H2], but it is 

impossible to define orders with respect to Br2 and HBr since there is no direct 

proportionality between their concentrations and the reaction rate. 

Consequently, it is also impossible to define an overall order for this reaction. 

        As well as having rate laws for overall reactions, we can of course also 

write down individual rate laws for elementary steps. Elementary processes 

always follow simple rate laws, in which the order with respect to each 

reactant reflects the molecularity of the process (how many molecules are 

involved). Multi-step processes may follow simple or complex rate laws, and 

as the above examples have hopefully illustrated, the rate law generally does 

not follow from the overall reaction equation. This makes perfect sense, since 
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the overall reaction equation for a multi-step process is simply the net result 

of all of the elementary reactions in the mechanism. The ‘reaction’ given in 

the overall reaction equation never actually takes place. However, even 

though the rate law for a multi-step reaction cannot immediately be written 

down from the reaction equation as it can in the case of an elementary 

reaction, the rate law is a direct result of the sequence of elementary steps that 

constitute the reaction mechanism. As such, it provides our best tool for 

determining an unknown mechanism. When the sequence of elementary steps 

that constitute the reaction mechanism is known, the rate law can be easily 

deduced. Conversely, if we do not know the reaction mechanism, we can carry 

out experiments to determine the orders with respect to each reactant and then 

try out various ‘trial’ reaction mechanisms to see which one fits best with the 

experimental data. At this point it should be emphasized again that for multi-

step reactions, the rate law, rate constant, and order are determined by 

experiment, and the orders are not generally the same as the stoichiometric 

coefficients in the reaction equation. A final important point about rate laws 

is that overall rate laws for a reaction may contain reactant, product and 

catalyst concentrations, but must not contain concentrations of reactive 

intermediates (these will of course appear in rate laws for individual 

elementary steps). 
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         Regardless the rate constant, the unit of it depends on the form of the 

rate law in which it appears i.e. a rate constant appearing in a first order rate 

law will have different units from a rate constant appearing in a second order 

or third order rate law. This follows immediately from the fact that the reaction 

rate always has the same units of concentration per unit time, which must 

match the overall units of a rate law in which concentrations raised to varying 

powers may appear. The good news is that it is very straightforward to 

determine the units of a rate constant in a given rate law.  

1.1.4.a. Integrated rate laws 

         A rate law [11] is a differential equation that describes the rate of change 

of a reactant (or product) concentration with time. If we integrate the rate law 

then we obtain an expression for the concentration as a function of time, which 

is generally the type of data obtained in an experiment. In many simple cases, 

the rate law may be integrated analytically. Otherwise, numerical (computer-

based) techniques may be used. Four of the simplest rate laws are given below 

in both their differential and integrated form as follows: 
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Reaction            Order             Differential form            Integrated form   

A → P               zeroth             - d[A] / dt = k                  [A] = [A]0 - kt 

A → P                first               - d[A] / dt = k [A]            ln [A] = ln [A]0 - kt 

A + A → P       second         - ½ d[A]/dt = k [A]2                1/[A] = 1/[A]0+ 2kt 

A + B → P       second             - d[A]/dt = k [A][B]    kt =1/([B]0-[A]0) ln 

[B]0[A]/[A]0[B] 

1.1.4.a.i. First order reactions 

       A first order reaction depends on the concentration of only one reactant 

(a unimolecular reaction). The rate law for a reaction that is first order with 

respect to a reactant A is: - d[A] / dt = k [A], where k has a unit of s-1. The 

integrated first order rate law is: ln [A] = ln [A]0 – kt. A plot of  ln [A] versus 

t gives a straight line with a slope of -k and an intercept of ln [A]0. The half 

life of a first order reaction is independent of the starting concentration and is 

given by: t1/2 = ln 2 / k.  

1.1.4.a.ii. Second order reactions 

        A reaction is said to be second order when the overall order is two. The 

rate of a second order reaction, in its simple form, is proportional to one 

concentration squared, Rate = k [A]2, with integrated rate law: 1/[A] = 1/[A]0 
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+ 2kt, where k has a unit of dm3 mol-1 s-1. A plot of  1/[A] versus t gives a 

straight line with a slope of 2k and an intercept of 1/[A]0. The half life of a 

second order reaction is given by:  t1/2 = 1/k[A]0. The half-life is proportional 

to the reciprocal of the concentration, i.e. concentration-1, and so the larger the 

concentration the smaller is the half life. The half-life increases as reaction 

proceeds. 

1.1.4.a.iii. Pseudo-first order reactions 

         If the concentration of a reactant remains constant (because it is a 

catalyst or it is in great excess with respect to the other reactants), its 

concentration can be included in the rate constant, obtaining a pseudo–first-

order (or occasionally pseudo–second-order) rate equation.  For a typical 

second-order reaction with rate equation: Rate = k[A][B], if the concentration 

of reactant B is constant then Rate = k[A][B] = k[A], where the pseudo–first 

order rate constant k = k[B]. The second-order rate equation has been reduced 

to a pseudo–first order rate equation, which makes the treatment to obtain an 

integrated rate equation much easier. 

1.1.4.a.iv. Zero order reactions 

         For zero order reactions, the reaction rate is independent of the 

concentration of a reactant, so that changing its concentration has no effect on 
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the speed of the reaction, i.e. Rate = k. This is true for many enzyme-catalyzed 

reactions, provided that the reactant concentration is much greater than the 

enzyme concentration which controls the rate. The integrated zero order rate 

law is [A] = [A]0 – kt, where k has a unit of mol dm-3 s-1. This is the equation 

of a straight line: a plot of [A] versus t should be linear with slope equal to -k 

and intercept equal to [A]0. The half life is given by: t1/2 = [A]0 / 2k which is 

proportional to the concentration, and so the larger the concentration the 

greater is the half life. The half life decreases as the reaction proceeds. 

1.1.4.a.v. Fractional order reactions 

        In fractional order reactions, the order is a non-integer, which often 

indicates a chemical chain reaction or other complex reaction mechanism.  

 

1.1.5. Reaction Stoichiometry  

        The stoichiometry simply refers to the number of moles of each reactant 

and product appearing in the reaction equation. For example, the reaction 

equation: 

N2 + 3H2 =  2NH3 

N2 has a stochiometric coefficient of 1, H2 has a coefficient of 3, and NH3 has 

a coefficient of 2. Hence, the reaction rate is defined as the rate of change of 
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the concentration of a reactant or product divided by its stochiometric 

coefficient: 

Rate = - d[N2]/dt = - 1/3 d[H2]/dt  = 1/2 d[NH3]/dt 

Note that a negative sign appears when we define the rate using the 

concentration of one of the reactants. This is because the rate of change of a 

reactant is negative (since it is being used up in the reaction), but the reaction 

rate needs to be a positive quantity. 

         For the reaction: 

A  +  B  
k

  C  +  D 

The stoichiometry can be evaluated by measured the reacted quantities of both 

A and B after the reaction completion. i.e. 

Stoichiometry = ∆[A] / ∆[B] = ([A]o - [A]∞)/ ([B]o - [B]∞) 

 

1.1.6. Elementary Reactions  

        Elementary reactions occur via a single chemical step. If reaction occurs 

mechanistically as: 

A + B → products 

with:  

Rate = k[A][B] 

then the reaction is bimolecular and second order.  
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There are only a few elementary bimolecular reactions is believed to occur in 

one step. Many of the bimolecular reactions for which extensive data are 

available occur as individual steps in reactions involving radicals. Reactions 

involving collision complexes are sometimes found. Here an intermediate is 

produced, which lasts long enough for it to perform several rotations, and this 

results in symmetrical scattering.  

        Reaction can also be a simple breakdown of one molecule as: 

A → products 

with:  

Rate = k[A] 

Such reactions are typified by the unimolecular decomposition. Like the 

bimolecular reactions, unimolecular reactions are often found as individual 

steps in complex reactions. These include the unimolecular breakdown of 

molecules into radicals often found as first initiation steps and propagation 

steps in chain reactions. 

 

1.1.7. Complex Reactions 

        In kinetics [12,13], a ‘complex reaction’ simply means a reaction whose 

mechanism comprises more than one elementary step. The different types of 

complex reactions and the rate laws may be predicted from their kinetic 
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mechanisms. Disagreement of a predicted rate law with the experimental data 

is enough to rule out the corresponding proposed mechanism, while 

agreement inspires some confidence that the proposed mechanism is the 

correct one. It should be noted though that agreement between the predicted 

and measured kinetics is not always enough to assign a mechanism. The 

proposed mechanism must be able to account for all other properties of the 

reaction, which may include quantities such as the product distribution, 

product stereochemistry, kinetic isotope effects, temperature dependence, and 

so on. The types of complex mechanisms are: reversible reactions, 

consecutive (or sequential) reactions; pre-equlibria; enzyme reactions; 

competing reactions; unimolecular reactions; third order reactions; chain 

reactions; and explosions. 

1.1.7.a. Reversible reactions  

        These reactions proceed in the two directions [1]. The simplest example 

of this type of reactions is: 

 

At any time t:  

[A]total = [A]actual + [B]actual 
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During reaction, the actual concentrations of A and B are constantly changing, 

but the above relation always holds.  

       When reaction reaches equilibrium, [A]actual and [B]actual remain constant 

with time and: 

 

 

1.1.7.b. Consecutive reactions 

        The simplest complex reaction consists of two consecutive, irreversible 

elementary steps e.g. 

 

An example of such a process is radioactive decay. This is one of the few 

kinetic schemes in which it is fairly straightforward to solve the rate equations 

analytically, so we will look at this example in some detail. We can see 

immediately that the following initial conditions hold:  

at t = 0,                                  [A] = [A]0 , [B] = 0 and [C] = 0  

and with at all times                     [A] + [B] + [C] = [A]0. 
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Using this information, we can set up the rate equations for the process and 

solve them to determine the concentrations of [A], [B], and [C] as a function 

of time. The rate equations for the concentrations of A, B, and C are: 

d[A] / dt = - k1[A] 

          d[B] / dt = k1[A] - k2[B] 

d[C] / dt = - k2[B] 

 

1.1.7.c. Pre-equilibria 

        These involve [1] reversible reactions followed by one or more other 

reactions. Analysis shows that if the equilibrium is not established very 

rapidly then the kinetics are complex and are not of simple order. Special 

computer techniques are required to analyze the results. If the equilibrium is 

established very rapidly and is maintained throughout reaction, analysis 

becomes straightforward.  

        A situation that is only slightly more complicated than the consecutive 

reaction scheme described above is: 

 

The rate equations for this reaction are: 

         d[A] / dt = d[B] / dt = -k1[A][B] + k-1[C] 
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       d[C] / dt = k1[A][B] - k2[C] 

       d[D] / dt = k2[C] 

These cannot be solved analytically, and in general would have to be 

integrated numerically to obtain an accurate solution. However, the situation 

simplifies considerably if k-1 >> k2. In this case, an equilibrium is reached 

between the reactants A and B and the intermediate C, and the equilibrium is 

only perturbed very slightly by C ‘leaking away’ very slowly to form the 

product D. If we assume that we can neglect this perturbation of the 

equilibrium, then once equilibrium is reached, the rates of the forward and 

reverse reactions must be equal. i.e. 

k1[A][B] = k-1[C] 

Rearranging this equation, we find: 

k1 / k-1 = [C] / [A][B] = K 

The equilibrium constant K is therefore given by the ratio of the rate constants 

k1 and k-1 for the forward and reverse reactions. The rate of the overall reaction 

is simply the rate of formation of the product D, so: 

Rate = d[D]/dt = k2[C] = k2K[A][B] 

The reaction therefore follows second order kinetics, with an effective rate 

constant: keff = k2K. Note that this rate law will not hold until the equilibrium 
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between A, B and C has been established and so is unlikely to be accurate in 

the very early stages of the reaction. 

 

1.1.7.d. Enzyme reactions – the Michaelis-Menten kinetics 

        In an enzyme-catalyzed reaction, a substrate S is converted to products 

P in a reaction that is catalyzed by an enzyme E. For many such reactions, the 

rate is found experimentally to follow the Michaelis-Menten equation [10]: 

ν = νmax [S] / (KM + [S]) 

The constant KM is called the Michaelis constant, and νmax is the maximum 

rate, which is found to be linearly proportional to the total enzyme 

concentration: 

νmax = kcat [E]0 

where kcat is the proportionality constant. This occurs when the substrate is 

present in large excess. 

        Any kinetic model for enzyme catalysis must explain the fact that the 

rate depends on the enzyme concentration [E], even though there is no net 

change in its concentration over the course of the reaction. The simplest trial 

mechanism involves formation of a bound enzyme-substrate complex (ES) 

followed by conversion of the complex into the products plus free enzyme 
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(which may then go on to catalyze further reaction) as depicted in the 

following equation:  

 

The concentration of the reactive intermediate must be much less than the 

concentration of the reactants. In this case, [ES] is not much less than the free 

enzyme concentration [E]. However, because [E] is regenerated in the second 

step of the mechanism, both [E] and [ES] change much more slowly than [S] 

and [P].  

         To determine k2 and KM from experimental rate data:  

 

A plot of 1/k against 1/[S] has a slope of KM/k2 and an intercept of 1/k2. 

Therefore, KM = (slope) / (intercept) and k2 = 1 / (intercept). This is called a 

Lineweaver-Burke plot.  

1.1.7.e. Intermediates in complex reactions  

         Complex reactions invariably involve intermediates which are formed 

in some steps, removed in others, and have a wide range of lifetimes. Longer 

lifetimes can result in build-up to significant intermediate concentrations 

during reaction, but these intermediates must also be sufficiently reactive to 

allow the subsequent reactions to occur.  
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         Intermediates can also be so short lived that they are removed almost as 

soon as they are formed, resulting in very, very low steady state 

concentrations. The lifetimes of intermediates and their concentrations have 

profound effects on the analysis of the kinetics of the reactions in which they 

occur. When steady state conditions prevail, the intermediates are highly 

reactive, and the total rate of their production is virtually balanced by their 

total rate of removal by reaction. They are present in very, very small and 

steady concentrations, and  d[I]ss / dt = 0.  

         Reactions involving intermediates are classified as non-chain or chain. 

A chain reaction is a special type of complex reaction where the distinguishing 

feature is the presence of propagation steps. Here, one step removes an 

intermediate or chain carrier to form a second intermediate, also a chain 

carrier. This second chain carrier reacts to regenerate the first chain carrier 

and the characteristic cycle of a chain is set up, and continues until all the 

reactant is used up.  

 

1.1.7.f. Experimental data in complex reactions  

        The following is a summary of the type of data involved in the study of 

complex reactions:  

 Kinetic and non-kinetic information is required.  
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 Detection of products and intermediates is essential, and determination of 

their concentration throughout reaction allows products and intermediates 

to be classified as present in major, minor, trace or very trace amounts. This 

is relatively easy for products. Though easily detected, the very low 

concentrations of highly reactive intermediates can be difficult to determine 

accurately. Nonetheless, it is still possible to distinguish between very low 

steady state concentration intermediates and higher non-steady state 

concentrations. This has important consequences when unravelling the 

kinetics.  

 Photochemically initiated reactions and quantum yields can yield vital 

clues in finding the mechanism.  

 Thermochemical data, and the effect of temperature on relative yields can 

also help in determining mechanism.  

 Kinetic studies, often from initial rates, give orders, experimental rate 

expressions, rate constants and activation parameters.  

 The proposed mechanism must fit all the experimental facts, and the 

mechanistic rate expression must fit the experimental one. If these fit, the 

proposed mechanism is a possible or highly plausible one, but this does not 

prove the mechanism to be the correct one. Sometimes more than one 

mechanism can fit, called ‘kinetically equivalent’, and a distinction 

between them can only be made on non-kinetic evidence.  
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 The derivation of the mechanistic rate expression is considerably 

simplified if the steady state treatment can be used. When intermediate 

concentrations are not sufficiently low and constant, the steady state 

approximation is no longer valid.  

 

1.1.8. Reactions in Solution  

         Reaction [1] is fundamentally the same in solution and in the gas phase, 

in so far as both involve a series of changing configurations of all species 

involved in the reaction step. But for solution reactions, these configurations 

are influenced by the solvent; and reactant/solvent and solvent/solvent 

interactions must be considered, with the solvent becoming an integral part of 

reaction and the reaction entity.   

        There are three properties that are important here: the permittivity of the 

solvent, the viscosity of the solvent and the polarizability of the molecules of 

the solvent. The solvent is the medium, or dielectric, which modifies the 

electrostatic interactions between charges. It reduces the field strength due to 

the charges, it reduces the forces acting on the charges and it reduces the 

potential energy of interaction between the charges. The factor by which it 

reduces these quantities is the relative permittivity. The larger the value of the 

relative permittivity, the smaller will be the forces of interaction between the 

charges. The viscosity of a solvent restricts movement through it. The higher 
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the viscosity, the slower will particles move around. The polarizability is a 

measure of the extent to which the electronic distribution over a molecule can 

be distorted by the electric field of charged particles, or dipolar molecules. 

The solvent influences reaction in several ways. 

 It can affect the mechanism;  

 it can affect the magnitude of the rate constant through the relative 

permittivity, viscosity and polarizability and other electronic properties of 

the solvent; 

 it can affect the species involved;  

 it can affect any ion pairing, complexing, hydrogen bonding and other 

association phenomena. 

Differences also arise: 

 In contrast to gas phase reactions, reactions involving ions, polar molecules 

and charged transition states occur readily in solution. 

 Typical molecular and free radical reactions of the gas phase also occur in 

solution, but are much less frequent, in contrast to the predominance of this 

type of reaction in the gas phase. 

 In the gas phase, intermediates are often found in steady state 

concentrations. In solution, many of the intermediates are at equilibrium 

concentrations. 
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 Steady state concentrations in the gas phase cannot be studied 

independently of reaction, but equilibrium concentrations in the solution 

phase can be found readily. This can make the kinetic analysis for solution 

reactions easier than for the gas phase. 

 The solvent often has a profound effect on the interpretation of rate 

constants, Ea , ∆H# or ∆S#. 

 Gas phase reactions have predominantly molecular-type structures for the 

activated complex, whereas solution reactions often have predominantly 

charged or charge-separated structures. 

 The effect of the solvent on the activated complex is often crucial: 

a) the permittivity dictates the structure and the charge distribution in the 

activated complex; 

b) the change in the structure of the solvent on forming the activated 

complex must be explicitly considered; 

c) the shape and size of the activated complex is often to a large extent 

dictated by the solvent. 

1.1.8.a. Effect of non-ideality, the primary salt effect 

         Because ionic interactions are significant in electrolyte solutions, 

reactions involving charges will occur under grossly non-ideal conditions. 

When the concentration of the solute in a solution tends to zero, i.e. c → 0, 
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the solution is regarded as ideal. Interactions present are solvent–solvent, 

solute–solvent and solute–solute, with only the solvent–solvent interactions 

being significant. The non-ideal solution corresponds to all finite 

concentrations of solute, other than infinite dilution, which describes the ideal 

solution. Non-ideality corresponds physically to all interactions that are over 

and above those present in the ideal solution. When the concentration of 

solute increases, solute–solute and solute–solvent interactions increase, and 

these cause modified solvent–solvent interactions, and all cause increasing 

non-ideality. The major factor giving rise to increasing non-ideality, as the 

solute concentration increases, is the solute–solute interactions, and these are 

particularly important when charges are involved. However, the solute–

solvent interactions, i.e. solvation, or the modified solvent–solvent 

interactions, must not be forgotten. Non-ideality is usually handled by the 

Debye–Huckel theory, and this can be easily done using transition state 

theory. 

       The Debye–Huckel theory gives a way of dealing with non-ideality in 

solutions of electrolytes. The Debye–Huckel equation for very dilute 

solutions: 

ln kobs  =  ln knon-ideal  =  kideal + 2A zAzB I1/2 
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where kobs is the observed rate constant, knon-ideal is the rate constant in non-

ideal conditions, A is the Debye–Huckel constant, which is dependent on 

temperature and takes the value 0.510 mol-1/2 dm3/2 for water at 25 oC, zA and 

zB are the charges in the activated complex, and I is the ionic strength of the 

reaction medium. The treatment can be extended to higher ionic strengths, 

giving:  

ln kobs  =  ln knon-ideal  =  ln kideal + 2A zAzB I1/2 / (1 + I1/2) 

This is called the primary salt effect.  

         Reactions involving charged reactants will occur under non-ideal 

conditions, and will show a dependence on ionic strength. This means that it 

is necessary to be able to work out the ionic strength from the experimental 

conditions.  

        Testing these equations requires measurements to be made at various 

ionic strengths. If the equations are valid then, for very dilute solutions, a plot 

of ln kobs versus I1/2 should be linear with intercept ln kideal and slope 2AzAzB, 

while at higher ionic strengths a plot of ln kobs versus I1/2 / (1 + I1/2) should be 

linear with the same intercept and slope.  

        It is absolutely vital that reactions in solution involving ions or charge-

separated species are carried out at a variety of ionic strengths, and the rate 

constants extrapolated to zero ionic strength. The ionic strength can be varied 
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by adding an appropriate amount of an electrolyte known to be fully 

dissociated in solution.  

        If the reactions are studied at constant ionic strength, then the comparison 

focuses on the chemistry of the reactions, without having to consider the 

effects of non-ideality. However, it may well be that there are specific effects 

which will manifest themselves in a different manner for each reaction, even 

though the ionic strength is the same, and these will not be picked up in this 

type of experiment. 

1.1.8.b. Effect of the solvent 

        The effect of the solvent on the rate constant is considered in terms of 

non-ideality, charge on reactants, relative permittivity and change in solvation 

pattern of the solvent. The ideal free energy can be calculated, and the 

difference between the actual free energy and this ideal value gives the non-

ideal contribution resulting from all the ionic interactions. 

         For reactions in solution, the relationship between the rate constant, kobs 

, the relative permittivity of the solvent, ɛ , (or dielectric constant, D) and the 

charges on the ions can be expressed by the following relation,  

   loge kobs = 

where r# is the distance between the charges. 
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If all other variables are kept constant, then a decrease in ɛ will cause a 

decrease in kobs if zAzB is positive, and will cause an increase if zAzB is 

negative. The predicted loge kobs in solution depends linearly on 1/ ɛ for a 

given temperature. If extrapolated experimental loge kobs values for a variety 

of solvents, and corresponding to zero ionic strength, i.e. an ideal solution, are 

plotted against 1/ ɛ, then the obtained slope can be compared with the 

predicted one. This equation predicts that: 

 if the reacting ions are of like sign then the slope is negative;  

 if the reacting ions are of unlike sign then the slope is positive;  

       There is also the possibility of complexing or chelation occurring 

between species in solution. Association phenomena increase and become 

much more important as the relative permittivity of the solvent decreases. 

Electrolytes which are completely, or nearly completely, dissociated in water 

are extensively associated in low relative permittivity solvents. 

        Since the potential energy of interaction between two ions is proportional 

to 1/ ɛ, then the lower the relative permittivity of a solvent, the greater will be 

the attraction between ions of opposite charge. A similar relation holds for the 

interaction between an ion and a dipole, and between two dipoles. So solvents 

of low relative permittivity encourage associative behaviour. 
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1.1.8.c. Effect of charges on the reactions in solution 

        One of the most characteristic features of reactions in solution which 

involve ionic charges in reactants, or a charge distribution in the activated 

complex, is the electrostatic interactions both between the reacting species 

themselves, and also especially with the solvent. This is not limited to 

reactions involving ionic species. Two neutral polar molecules can easily give 

a charge-separated activated complex which, though neutral overall, has an 

uneven distribution of charge over it. 

1.1.8.d. Reactions between ions in solutions 

        When reaction occurs between ions of like charge the activated complex 

will have a larger charge than either reactant. All three will be solvated, but 

the activated complex can orientate the solvent considerably more than can 

the reactant ions. Orientation is equivalent to an increase in order for solvent 

molecules, which results in an increase in order for the solvent on activation, 

manifesting itself as a decrease in entropy of activation. When reaction is 

between ions of unlike sign the activated complex has a total net charge less 

than the reactants, and so the total degree of orientation of the solvent around 

the activated complex is now less than before activation. This leads to release 

of solvent molecules giving an increase in disorder of the solvent, leading to 

an increase in entropy on forming the activated complex. The entropy of 
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activation is predicted to be larger than the value found for the reaction of 

molecules in the gas phase. 

 

1.1.8.e. Rate-determining step in solution  

         In some cases, the overall reaction rate is dominated by one of the 

elementary steps, and that step is called the “rate-determining” or “rate-

controlling” step. A chemical reaction involves the possibility of at least three 

slow stages: (1) diffusion of the reacting molecules to one another; (2) 

reaction between the molecules with the intermediate formation of an 

activated complex and (3) diffusion of the products away from each other. 

Diffusion in a liquid may be treated as a rate: process requiring definite 

activation energy. The great majority of chemical reactions occurring in 

solution, however, require an energy of activation of 10 to 20 k cal., and so it 

is evident that this must be the energy of the second of the three stages 

enumerated above; step (2) is consequently the rate-determining one for most 

reactions between dissolved substances. It is probable that processes 

involving the recombination of ions, which occur very rapidly, require very 

low activation energies; if such reactions could be studied, it would no doubt 

be found that diffusion of the ions is often the rate-determining step. Since 

the rate of diffusion is related to viscosity, the kinetics of processes that are 

dependent on diffusion will involve the viscosity of the medium. For ordinary 
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chemical reactions, whose rates can be conveniently studied in solution, the 

viscosity appears to play little part; and so it may be assumed, for the present, 

that the rate-determining step in solution is the same as for reactions in the 

gas phase. 

 

1.1.9. Systematic Ways of Finding the Order and Rate Constant from   

          Rate/Concentration Data 

       A kinetics experiment [1] consists of measuring the concentrations of one 

or more reactants or products at a number of different times during the 

reaction. Using the experimental data, we can determine the reaction order 

with respect to each reactant, the rate constant and therefore the rate law. 

Some selected methods are considered as follows: 

 

1.1.9.a. A straightforward graphical method  

        This method depends on making guesses as to which orders might fit the 

results, and hoping that the correct order is one of those chosen. The aim is to 

find just how the rate depends on concentration, e.g. is it proportional to 

[reactant], [reactant]2, [reactant]1/2, [reactant]n etc.? If graphs of rate versus 

[reactant], [reactant]2, [reactant]1/2, [reactant]n etc. are drawn, then the one 
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which is linear gives the order; first, second, half, n,  respectively. If the 

reaction was zero order then the rate would be independent of [reactant].  

        The value of the rate constant, k, can be found from the graph. Since, for 

example:  

Rate  =  k [reactant]2 

a graph of the Rate versus [reactant]2 is linear with a slope = k, and an intercept 

= zero. The order is second and the gradient of the line gives k with unit mol-

1 dm3 min-1.  

1.1.9.b. Integral method 

       If we have measured concentrations as a function of time, we may 

compare their time dependence with the appropriate integrated rate laws. 

Again, this is most straightforward if we have simplified the rate law so that 

it depends on only one reactant concentration. The differential rate law, given 

below, will give rise to different integrated rate laws depending on the value 

of n. The most commonly encountered ones are: 

       Zeroth order integrated rate law:                    [A] = [A]0 – kt 

A plot of [A] versus t will be linear, with a slope of -k. 

       First order integrated rate law:                      ln [A] = ln [A]0 – kt 

A plot of ln [A] versus t will be linear with a slope of -k. 
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       Second order integrated rate law:                  1/[A] = 1/[A]0 + 2kt 

A plot of 1/[A] versus t will be linear with a slope of 2k. 

If none of these plots result in a straight line, then more complicated integrated 

rate laws must be tried. 

 

1.1.9.c. log/log graphical procedures (Differential method) 

        When we have a rate law that depends only on the concentration of one 

species, either because there is only a single species reacting, or because we 

have used the isolation method to manipulate the rate law, then the rate law 

may be written as: 

Rate = k [A]n 

log Rate = log k + n log [A] 

A plot of log Rate against log [A] will then be a straight line with a slope 

equal to the reaction order, n, and an intercept equal to log k. There are two 

ways in which to obtain data to plot in this way: 

1. We can measure the concentration of the reactant [A] as a function of time 

and use this data to calculate the rate, Rate = - d[A]/dt, as a function of [A]. 

A plot of log Rate versus log [A] then yields the reaction order with respect 

to A. 
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2. We can make a series of measurements of the initial rate (Rate0) of the 

reaction with different initial concentrations, [A]0. These may then be 

plotted as above to determine the order, n. This is a commonly used 

technique known as the initial rates method. 

1.1.9.d. Isolation method 

       The isolation method is a technique for simplifying the rate law in order 

to determine its dependence on the concentration of a single reactant. Once 

the rate law has been simplified, the differential or integral methods may be 

used to determine the reaction orders. The dependence of the reaction rate on 

the chosen reactant concentration is isolated by having all other reactants 

present in a large excess, so that their concentration remains essentially 

constant throughout the course of the reaction. As an example, consider a 

reaction A + B → P, in which B is present at a concentration 1000 times 

greater than A. This greatly simplifies the rate law since the (constant) 

concentrations of all reactants present in large excess may be combined with 

the rate constant to yield a single effective rate constant. For example, the rate 

law for the reaction considered above will become: 

Rate = k [A]a[B]b ≈ k [A]a[B]0
b = keff [A]a                with             keff  = k [B]0

b 

When the rate law contains contributions from a number of reactants, a series 

of experiments may be carried out in which each reactant is isolated in turn. 
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1.1.10. Some Experimental Techniques for Monitoring Reaction Rate 

          Experimental techniques [1] have been developed to monitor reactions 

over timescales varying from hours or days all the way down to a few femto-

seconds (1 fs = 10-15 s). While it is relatively simple to monitor the kinetics of 

a slow reaction (occurring over minutes to hours or longer), highly specialized 

techniques are required in order to study fast reactions. 

        Whatever the details of the experimental arrangement, any kinetics 

experiment essentially consists of mixing the reactants and initiating reaction 

on a timescale that is negligible relative to that of the reaction, and then 

monitoring the concentration(s) of one or more reactants and/or products as a 

function of time. Because rate constants vary with temperature, it is also 

important to determine and control accurately the temperature at which the 

reaction occurs. 

1.1.10.a. Some techniques for monitoring concentrations with time 

       For slow reactions, the composition of the reaction mixture may be 

analyzed while the reaction is in progress either by withdrawing a small 

sample or by monitoring the bulk. This is known as a real time analysis. 

 For reactions in which at least one reactant or product is a gas, the reaction 

progress may be followed by monitoring the pressure, or possibly the 

volume. 
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 For reactions involving ions, conductivity or pH measurements may often 

be employed. 

 If the reaction is slow enough, the reaction mixture may be titrated. 

 If one of the components is colored then colourimetry may be appropriate. 

 Absorption or emission spectroscopy is common. 

 For reactions involving chiral compounds, polarimetry (measurement of 

optical activity) may be useful. 

 Other techniques include mass spectrometry, gas chromatography, 

NMR/ESR, etc. 

 Fast reactions require a fast measurement technique, and as a consequence 

are usually monitored spectroscopically.  

1.1.10.a.i. Spectroscopic techniques  

        In spectroscopic experiments, radiation is absorbed (absorption spectra) 

or emitted (emission spectra). The frequency of absorption, or emission, is a 

manifestation of transitions occurring within the molecule, and the frequency 

of a line in the spectrum is related to the energy change as the molecule moves 

from one energy state to another. 

        Absorption spectroscopy also known as spectrophotometry, is widely 

used to track reactions in which the reactants and products have different 

absorption spectra. A monochromatic light source, often a laser beam, is 
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passed through the reaction mixture, and the ratio of transmitted to incident 

light intensity, I/I0, is measured as a function of time. The quantity T = I/I0 is 

known as the transmittance, and may be related to the changing concentration 

of the absorbing species using the Beer’s law: 

T = I/I0 = 10−εcl        or        T = I/I0 = e−αcl 

You may come across the Beer’s law in either of the forms above, or in 

logarithms form: 

log (I/I0) = log T = − εcl       or        ln (I/I0) = − αcl 

In the above equations, c is the concentration of the absorbing species, mol 

dm-3, and l is the path length through the sample, 1 cm. ε and α are known as 

the molar absorption coefficient and molar extinction coefficient, dm3 mol-1 

cm-1, and are a measure of the strength of the spectral absorption. The quantity 

εcl is called the absorbance or optical density, A, where 

A = − log T = εcl 

A calibration graph of A versus c should be linear with slope ε and zero 

intercept.  

        If the reaction being monitored is first order, i.e. has Rate α [reactant], 

or is being studied under pseudo-first order conditions, the absorbance can be 

used directly, eliminating the need to know the value of ε. Such reactions can 
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be quantified by plotting ln [reactant] against time. Since absorbance α 

[reactant], then ln (absorbance), ln A, can be plotted directly against time 

without the need to convert absorbance to concentration using Beer’s law (c 

= A/εl). Since εl is a constant in any given experiment, then  ln εl is also a 

constant, and:  

ln A = ln c + constant  

A plot of ln A versus time differs from a plot of ln c versus time only in so 

far as it is displaced up the y-axis by an amount equal to ln εl.  

1.1.10.a.ii. Lasers  

        Lasers cover the range from microwave through infrared and visible to 

the UV. The following lists the properties of lasers which are of importance 

in kinetics:  

1. Lasers are highly coherent beams allowing reflection through the reaction 

cell very many times. This increases the path length and hence the sensitivity.  

2. Conventional monochromatic radiation has a span of frequencies, and will 

thus excite simultaneously all chemical species which absorb within that 

narrow range. Lasers have a precisely defined frequency. This allows species 

with absorptions close to each other to be identified and monitored by separate 

lasers, or by a tunable laser, in contrast to the indiscriminate absorption which 

would occur with conventional sources of radiation.  
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3. In any spectrum the intensity of absorption is proportional to the 

concentration of the molecule in the energy level which is being excited. This 

is generally the ground state. If the concentration is very low, as is the case 

for many gas phase intermediates, then the intensity of absorption may not be 

measurable. The same problem arises in fluorescence where the intensity is 

proportional to the concentration of the molecule in the level to which it has 

been previously excited. Lasers, on the other hand, have a very high intensity, 

allowing accurate concentration determination of intermediates present in 

very, very low concentration, and enabling short lived species and processes 

occurring within 1015 second to be picked up. Low intensity conventional 

sources of radiation cannot do this.  

4. Lasers can follow reactions of the free radical and short-lived intermediates 

found in complex reactions. Many intermediates in complex gas phase 

reactions are highly reactive and are removed from the reaction almost as soon 

as they are formed. If the rate at which they are produced is almost totally 

balanced by the total rate of their removal, then the intermediates are present 

in very, very low and almost constant concentrations. If these conditions are 

met, the species are said to be in steady state concentrations. Since rates of 

reactions are followed by studying how concentration varies with time, and 

since the concentrations of these steady state intermediates do not change with 

time, then the rates of their formation and removal cannot be studied. In 
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conventional kinetic experiments it is impossible to study these species 

directly because steady state concentrations remain virtually constant 

throughout a kinetic experiment. If these species are produced in isolation in 

high concentrations their decay or build-up with time can be studied. With 

flash and laser photolysis, high intensity photolytic flashes produce radicals 

in high concentrations well above low steady state concentrations. Subsequent 

reactions of specific radicals can then be studied under non-steady state 

conditions. In flash photolysis, the higher the intensity of the flash the longer 

is its duration, limiting the highest intensities to those giving flashes of around 

106 s.  

1.1.10.a.iii. Fluorescence  

       The frequencies and intensities of fluorescence enable identification and 

concentration determinations to be made. The technique is often around 104 

times as sensitive as infra-red, visible or UV absorption spectrophotometry. 

In absorption it is a difference in intensity which is being measured. In 

absorption the intensity depends on the ground state concentration, and if this 

is low then the absorption of radiation is low and accurate measurement is 

difficult. In fluorescence it is the actual intensity of the emitted radiation 

which is being measured against a zero background, and this is much easier 

to measure. Fluorescence intensity depends on the intensity of the exciting 
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radiation, and also depends on the concentration of the ground state prior to 

excitation. Calibration is necessary unless the reaction is first order. In 

fluorescence experiments only a small proportion of the incident radiation 

results in fluorescence, and so a very intense source of incident radiation is 

required. Modern lasers do this admirably, and fluorescence techniques are 

now routine for determining very low concentrations. By using lasers of 

suitable frequency, fluorescence can be extended into the infrared and 

microwave. Offshoots of laser technology include resonance fluorescence for 

detecting atoms, and laser magnetic resonance for radicals. 
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1.2. REACTION MECHANISM 

         Two meaning for the term of reaction mechanism are in common use 

[14]. In one case, the reaction mechanism means the particular sequence of 

elementary reactions leading to the overall change whose kinetics under study. 

It means the intermediate steps that the reaction takes place from the reactants 

to the products. It may be more than one reaction path from the reactants to 

the product. The correct one is which coincided with the experimental 

kinetics. The reaction mechanism is deduced or elucidated form the molecular 

model of the reaction rate. In the second case, reaction mechanism means the 

detailed analysis of how chemical bonds (or nuclei and electrons) in the 

reactants rearrange to form the activated complex. In other words, it means 

that all of the individual collisional or other elementary processes involving 

molecules (atoms, radicals, and ions included) take place simultaneously or 

consecutively in producing the observed overall reaction. It is also understood 

that the mechanism of a reaction should give a detailed stereo chemical picture 

of each step as it occurs. This implies knowledge of the activated complex or 

transition state not only in terms of the constituent molecules but also in terms 

of the geometry, such as interatomic distances and angles. 

         Kinetic studies and stereochemical studies provide the most powerful 

methods of investigating detailed reaction mechanisms. However, it is 
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generally not possible to get absolute information. Thus, postulated 

mechanisms are essentially theories devised to explain the facts obtained by 

experiments like other theories; mechanisms are subject to change as new 

information is uncovered, or as new concepts are developed in related areas 

of science. Nevertheless, the postulation of reaction mechanisms is of the 

greatest help in understating and systematizing the study of an area of 

chemistry.  

        Although the kinetics is considered as experimental facts, the mechanism 

is a mental model which supports the experimental chemical kinetics. 

Therefore, to elucidate a reaction mechanism, the information about the 

elementary steps, molecualrity, stoichiometry and order of reaction are of 

great significant. Furthermore, the factors which affect the reaction rate will 

help in elucidation correct reaction mechanism consists with the experimental 

kinetic results. 

         In considering the mechanism of elementary reactions (individual 

steps), an important question concerns with the number of reactant molecules 

forming a complex and directly gives rise to the reaction product 

(molecularity). Again the number of reactive species which appear as 

exponents of concentrations in the rate-law expression are shared in the rate 

determining steps (order) is deduced from the experimental results. The 
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molecularity can be determined only on basis of additional arguments, which 

there is sometimes some uncertainty.  

        The most interesting aspect of the study of the reaction kinetics it might 

be provided into the mechanism of the reaction. The chemical kinetics covers 

a large area of reactions such as: exchange reactions, substitution reactions 

and electron-transfer reactions. 
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1.3. OXIDATION-REDUCTION REACTIONS 

        The present study deals with oxidation-reduction reactions owing to its 

wide applications in organic, inorganic chemistry. Sometime, the transfer of 

positive or negative atoms, groups or atoms as well as radicals are equivalent 

to the electron-transfer reactions as mentioned before.  

         The classical definition of oxidation and reduction in terms of gain or 

loss of oxygen has in modern times been abandoned in favor of the concept 

of electron loss (oxidation) and electron gain (reduction). It is now customary 

to discuss an oxidative process in terms of an ion, electron or half-cell 

equation. 

         The implication that redox reactions occur by coupled electron-loss and 

electron-gain steps may be quite incorrect as far as the mechanism is 

concerned. Operationally we defined oxidation-reduction reactions in terms 

of changes in oxidation states or oxidation numbers. In aqueous solution, it is 

usually possible to imagine atom or group transfer, rather than electron 

transfer, as occurring in a redox reaction. A transfer of a positive group or 

atom is generally equivalent to the transfer of electrons. Also, a transfer of a 

negative group or atom is equivalent to the taking up of electrons. 

        The problem, then, in studying the mechanism of an oxidation-reduction 

reaction, is to find out whether atom transfer or electron transfer occurs, which 
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atoms are transferred or how many electrons are transferred, and what 

intermediates, stable or unstable, are formed.  

        As we shall see, two general classes of transition states emerge for redox 

reactions involving  metal complexes, the so-called "outer-sphere" and "inner-

sphere" types [15,16]. In the first of these, the inner coordination shells of both 

metal ions are interacting in the transition state. In the second case, the two 

metal ions are connected through a bridging ligand common to both 

coordination shells. In both cases either atom or electron transfer can occur. It 

is also possible that outer-sphere reactions can have week bridging groups 

connecting the two coordination shells. 

 

1.3.1. Electron-Transfer Mechanisms 

       It is fair to raise the question as to whether or not simple electron transfer 

reactions exist. For gaseous systems the evidence is clear that direct electron 

transfer between molecules does occur [17]. In a number of cases the 

probability of transfer which expresses the collision diameter, is known. Even 

mono atomic molecules can have effective diameter for accepting an electron 

in certain cases. The values found can be equal several times the diameters 

determined by viscosity measurements [18]. In particularly, electron transfer 

is very efficient when occurring between a rare gas molecule and its ion. 
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         The situation in a solution in the liquid state is more complicated. From 

a qualitative view, it seems reasonable that an electron transfer which would 

go readily in the gas phase between two particles will be hindered by the 

presence of solvent molecules because such molecules prevent the extension 

into space of the orbitals on the exchanging particles. In particularly the 

ligands of a complex ion (unless of special character) will act as good 

insulating groups for electrons and orbitals of the central metal ion. Generally, 

electron-transfer reactions are that in which neither the coordination number 

nor the coordinated ligands of the reaction partners are changed during the net 

reaction.  

 

1.3.2. Atom Transfer Mechanism 

         Turning now to the other possibility for oxidation-reduction reactions 

involving atom or group transfer, we are in a more familiar field as far as 

kinetic theory is concerned. If the transfer of an atom is the rate-determining, 

then the usual adiabatic assumption can be made that the electrons can easily 

follow the motions of the nuclei. Thus the peculiar restrictions on electron-

transfer no longer apply.  

         Evidence for atom transfer comes from several sources. In oxidation-

reduction reactions of oxy-anions, it is possible to show oxygen atom transfer 
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by using 18O labeling, provided that rapid exchange with the solvent oxygen 

does not occur [19]. Taube and his coworkers [16] have been able to 

demonstrate the transfer of large number of univalent atoms and groups. 

       It is possible to have an atom transfer mechanism for inner-sphere 

reactions which can be broken up into at least two steps, formation of the 

bridging complexes (transient intermediates of high energies) and its 

dissociation into products. Atom transfer for an outer-sphere mechanism is 

possible, at least, for the case of hydrgon-atom-tranfer [19]. The evidence for 

hydrogen-atom-transfer is that the activation energies of a large number of 

redox reactions of aquo ions are close to 41.8 kJ, and their activation entropies 

are close to -25 J K-1 mol-1.This suggests a common mechanism for which the 

water ligand is required. 
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1.4. ORGANIC ACIDS 

         Organic acids [20] are significant compounds found in nature and 

organisms. They are produced from the fermentation process and mainly from 

the oxidation of alcohol and aromatic compounds in the presence of a strong 

oxidizing agent. They are of great importance in industry and have many 

applications in many fields such as medicine, pharmacy, biomolecules, 

polymerization, nanotechnology, food and others. Their importance is in the 

presence of carbonyl group, which occupies a large position among the 

carbonyl groups as it is a primary material for carboxylic acid derivatives.  

 

1.4.1. Characteristics of Organic Acids 

         Organic acids [20] have chemical and physical properties and the most 

important is their high solubility in polar solvents such as water and alcohol. 

It is noticeable that organic acids containing more than six carbon atoms are 

low solubility in water. They also have high boiling points due to hydrogen 

bonds.  

         The strength of organic acids [21] varies from one acid to another, where 

the strength of the acid interacts with the presence of substituted groups. If the 

substituted group is an electron drawer, such as (F, Cl, Br, SO3H, CN), it 

increases the strength of the acid. The reason for the strength of acids that 
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contain electron-drawer groups is to increase the electronic effect that leads 

to increased acid dissociation thus increasing acid strength. The type of 

electron drawer group, number and distance from the carboxyl group affect 

the strength of the acid. In the case of an acid containing a donor group of 

electrons such as (OH, NH2, OCH3, CH3) cause in the adverse effect on the 

strength of acid. This is due to the electronic density that makes acid adheres 

to the proton, which hinders disintegration process.  

1.4.1.a. Acidity of organic acids 

        The most important characteristic of organic acids is their acidic nature 

[22]. They are generally weak acids and have Ka value between 10-5 and 10-4 

for non-substituted aliphatic and aromatic acids. They are more acidic than 

alcohol and less acidic than mineral acids. In acidic solutions, organic acids 

do not disintegrate, but in the case of high base solutions, a complete 

breakdown of them to RCOO-. Substitution on alpha-carbon by atom or group 

of atoms that have higher electronegativity than carbon increases acidity of 

organic acid due to increased inductive effect. When the organic acid is 

dissolved in a solution, the result depends on the pH value of the solution as 

illustrated in the following equilibria: 
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        All organic acids whether soluble and insoluble in water react with strong 

bases such as NaOH and KOH to produce salts dissolved in water. Organic 

acids react with carbonate and sodium bicarbonate to produce water-soluble 

sodium salt and carbonic acid. Carbonic acid decomposes into water and 

carbon dioxide [20].  

 

1.4.1.b. Carboxylic acids 

        The carboxyl group [20] is the main functional group of carboxylic acids 

which contains carbonyl (C=O) group and hydroxyl (OH) group. An important 

property of carboxylic acids is their ionization in water. When a carboxylic 

acid ionizes in water, a proton is transferred to a water molecule to give a 

negatively charged carboxylate ion and a hydronium ion. Carboxylic acids are 

more acidic than most other organic compounds including phenols. However, 

they are weak acids because only a few carboxylic acid molecules ionize in 

water. Carboxylic acids can lose protons because the negative charge of the 

carboxylate anion is stabilized by the two oxygen atoms. Fats and oils in our 
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diets contain esters of glycerol and fatty acids, which are long-chain carboxylic 

acids.  

1.4.1.c. Fatty acids 

        Fatty acids [23,24] are aliphatic carboxylic acids with almost straight 

chains with the general formula H-(CH2)n-COOH, which are considered as 

the simplest type of lipids. In the body, fatty acids are stored as fats and oils 

known as triacylglycerols which are hydrolyzed (split by water) in the 

presence of strong acids. A large number of fatty acids varying in chain length 

and unsaturation. There are more than 1000 known fatty acids but 20 or fewer 

are of commercial importance and are present in large quantities in oils and 

fats. Most natural fatty acids are made up from (4 to 22) carbon atoms, but the 

most common acids contain 18 carbon atoms which are widely distributed in 

plant oils. Animal fats contain long chain fatty acids. Naturally occurring fatty 

acids are involved in the biosynthesis process. Many fatty acids are name by 

their source name such as: palmitic (from palm oil), oleic (from olive oil, Olea 

europea), linoleic and linolenic (from linseed oil) [23]. Saturated fatty acids 

have a straight hydrocarbon chain and are usually solids at room temperature. 

Unsaturated fatty acids or fatty acids with trans or non-methylene-interrupted 

occur naturally or occur through processing. Unsaturated fatty acids can be 

drawn as cis and trans isomers in the same way as the cis and trans alkene 
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structures. Most unsaturated fats are liquid oils at room temperature. The basic 

structure, a hydrophobic hydrocarbon chain with a hydrophilic polar group at 

one end. Although the carboxylic acid part is hydrophilic, the long 

hydrophobic carbon chain makes long-chain fatty acids insoluble in water.  

        Fatty acids [24] serve a wide variety of metabolic functions critical to all 

forms of life. They are a rich source of energy and carbon and well designed 

as a convenient unit for energy storage. However, the importance of fatty acids 

in human nutrition and physiology goes well beyond their role as a source of 

calories. Fatty acids also serve as precursors to active signal molecules such 

as eicosanoids, which are capable of producing potent biological effects. 

Higher animals are unable to synthesize all of the fatty acids required for 

certain tissue functions and are obligated to ingest fatty acids that are 

synthesized by plants. In addition, dietary fatty acids have been well 

correlated with metabolic and physiological alterations associated with heart 

disease and cancer. Unsaturated fatty acids in particular play an important role 

in these non-energy-producing metabolic functions. Developing an 

understanding of specific fatty acids and interactions among fatty acids and 

how they affect individual metabolism and health will be critical for nutrition 

and agriculture in the next decade [25].  
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1.4.1.c.i. Oxidation of fatty acids 

        Fatty acids have two major reaction sites: the carboxyl group and the 

unsaturated centres while the saturated alkyl chain has lower reactivity [26]. 

The fatty acid alkyl chain is susceptible to oxidation both at double bonds and 

adjacent allylic carbons. Free-radical and photooxidation at allylic carbons are 

responsible for deterioration of unsaturated oils and fats, resulting in rancid 

flavors and reduced nutritional quality, but they are also used deliberately to 

polymerize drying oils. Oxidation of double bonds is used in oleochemical 

production either to cleave the alkyl chain or to introduce additional 

functionality along the chain. Enzyme catalyzed oxidation is the initial step in 

the production of eicosanoids and jasmonates (biologically active metabolites 

in animals and plants respectively) [27]. For many years, permanganate has 

been used [28] for the cleavage of double bonds in fatty acids as a means of 

locating their position. The principal products of the reaction when applied to 

a mono olefinic acid are a monobasic and a dibasic acid.   

 

1.4.2. Four Selected Organic Acids 

        The aim of the present thesis is to investigate the kinetics and mechanism 

of oxidation of four different organic acids, their structures are illustrated 

below. Two of them are based on a pyrimidine heterocyclic skeleton, namely, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyrimidine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heterocyclic
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barbituric and thiobarbituric acids which called as barbiturates. In addition, 

two fatty acids, one of them is saturated (palmitic acid) and the other is 

unsaturated (linoleic acid).    

                                     

     Barbituric acid (BA)                        Thiobarbituric acid (TBA) 

 

 

                Palmitic acid (PA)                                 Linoleic acid (LA) 

 

1.4.2.a. Barbituric acid   

         Barbituric acid (BA), (2,4,6-pyrimidinetrione) or malonylurea, is 

an organic compound  based on a pyrimidine heterocyclic skeleton. It is an 

odorless powder soluble in water. It was first prepared in 1863 by 

reducing 5,5-dibromobarbituric acid with hydrocyanic acid [29] and later by 

reducing dibromobarbituric acid with a combination of sodium 

amalgam and hydrogen iodide. In 1879, it was synthesized from malonic 

acid, urea, and phosphorus oxychloride [30] as illustrated in Figure 1.3:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organic_compound
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyrimidine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heterocyclic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrocyanic_acid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodium_amalgam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodium_amalgam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_iodide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malonic_acid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malonic_acid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphoryl_chloride
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Figure 1.3. The synthesis of barbituric acid from malonic acid and urea 

 

1.4.2.a.i. Importance of barbituric acid 

        Barbituric acid in general does not have any toxic properties, but its 

derivative is generally classified as sedative drugs that have important 

therapeutic effects with toxic effects [31,32]. Only when alkyl, aryl or 

alicyclic groups are introduced into the 5-position may the resultant 

compounds show marked physiological activity. Although barbituric acid 

itself is not pharmacologically active, it is considered as the parent compound 

of barbiturate drugs, which have a special area in pharmaceutical chemistry 

because of their biological reactivities such as antimicrobial [33],  anticancer and 

antitumor properties [34,35]. Barbiturate drugs behave as central nervous 

system depressants. The first to be used in medicine was barbital (Veronal) 

and the second was phenobarbital. Barbituric acid is one of four ingredients 

used to make riboflavin (vitamin B2). Overdose of barbituric acid can cause 

respiratory problems and death [36-38]. Combination of barbituric acid 

moiety with other pharmacophoric groups allows possibility to synthesized a 

variety of derivatives with respectable biological impacts. Additionally, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barbiturate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depressants
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barbital
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phenobarbital
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Riboflavin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Barbituric_acid_synthesis.svg
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barbituric acid and its derivatives have been employed as a newfangled anchor 

constituent for the dye-sensitized solar cells [39]. Barbiturates are the most 

important derivatives of barbituric acid, which are used for the treatment of 

insomnia, anxiety states and convulsive disorders as well as for anesthetic and 

preanesthetic medication [40]. Owing to the chemical structures of barbiturates, 

they have unique potentials to be utilized as valuable building blocks in several 

organic reactions [41]. Barbiturates have acid–base properties and can construct 

organometallic and coordination compounds [42-44].  

1.4.2.a.ii. Properties of barbituric acid 

         The α-carbon of barbituric acid has a reactive hydrogen atom, illustrated 

in Figure 1.4, and is quite acidic (pKa = 4.01) even for a diketone species (pKa 

5.23) because of the additional aromatic stabilization of the carbanion:  

 

Figure 1.4. Aromatic stabilization of barbiturate carbanion 

 

 

                                                   H 

 Trioxo form                     Trihydroxy form 

Figure 1.5. Hydrolysis of barbituric acid 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diketone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Barbituric_acid,_acid_reaction.svg
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The acidic nature of hydrogens in barbituric acid is ascribed to lactam-lactim 

tautomerism. As barbituric acid contains three lactam groups, in principle, 

one, two, or all three groups may take up the structure of the lactim group [45] 

as illustrated in the following equilibria (Figure 1.6): 

 

Figure 1.6. Lactam-lactim tautomerism in barbituric acid 

 

The 5,5-disubstituted barbituric acid contains three lactam groups that can 

undergo pH dependent lactim-lactam tautomerization [45] as illustrated in 

Figure 1.7: 

 

Figure 1.7. pH dependent tautomerization of disubstituted barbituric acid 
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1.4.2.a.iii. The coordination chemistry of barbiturates 

        Organo-transition metal complexes formed with biologically active 

ligands have recently attracted great concern due to the substantial impact on 

the therapeutic function of drugs. Subsequently, metal complexes of 

biologically reactive ligands have versatile utilizations in medical chemistry. 

Studies of such complexes in biological systems can result in exploring the 

roles of these ligands and can also participate to the improvement of metal-

based chemotherapeutic reagents. It was stated [42-44] that barbiturates have 

noteworthy abilities to coordinate with transition metal ions, and have spread 

utilizations in medicine.  

 

1.4.2.b. Thiobarbituric acid   

          Thiobarbituric acid (TBA), 2-Thio-4,6-dioxypyrimidine or 4,6-

dihydroxypyrimidine-2-thiol, is a barbiturate, the structure of which is that 

of barbituric acid in which the oxygen at C-2 is replaced by sulfur. Evaluation 

of thiobarbituric acid as an agent for the measurement of fat oxidation was 

made by the application of several empirical procedures to animal and 

vegetable fats. T reactive substances are a common way to record lipid 

oxidation yields in cells, tissues, as well as in body fluids [46]. As BA, TBA 

also forms complexes with transition metal ions [47,48]. 

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/barbituric%20acid
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/oxygen
https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/sulfur
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1.4.2.c. Palmitic acid 

         Palmitic acid (PA), or hexadecanoic acid, is the most commonly 

occurring saturated fatty acid found in the human body and can be provided 

in the diet or synthesized endogenously from other fatty acids, carbohydrates 

and amino acids. PA represents 20–30% of total fatty acids (FA) in membrane 

phospholipids. PA produced by a wide range of plants and micro-organisms 

and naturally present in meat and dairy products, as well as cocoa butter and 

olive oil and milk. Excess carbohydrates in the body are converted to palmitic 

acid. It is the first fatty acid produced during fatty acid synthesis and is the 

precursor to longer fatty acids. As a consequence, PA is a major body 

component of animals. In biology, some proteins are modified by the addition 

of a palmitoyl group in a process known as palmitoylation which is important 

for membrane localisation of many proteins. Palmitic acid is used to produce 

soaps, cosmetics, and industrial mold release agents. These applications 

use sodium palmitate, which is commonly obtained by saponification of palm 

oil. Aluminium salts of palmitic acid and naphthenic acid were combined 

during World War II to produce napalm. Retinyl palmitate is an 

antioxidant and a source of vitamin A. Although in the body palmitic acid 

must undergo oxidation with extraordinary ease, it is resistant to the action of 

the usual oxidizing agents. A small proportion of palmitic acid was shown to 

undergo 3-ketonic oxidation when its ammonium salt was distilled with 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fatty_acid_synthesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palmitoylation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Release_agent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saponification
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salt_(chemistry)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naphthenic_acid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Napalm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retinyl_palmitate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antioxidant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vitamin_A
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hydrogen dioxide on a boiling water-bath [49]. Hydrogenation of palmitic 

acid yields cetyl alcohol, which is also used to produce detergents and 

cosmetics. 

1.4.2.d. Linoleic acid  

         Linoleic acid (LA), or (9Z,12Z)-octadeca-9,12-dienoic acid, is 

a polyunsaturated omega-6 fatty acid, an 18-carbon chain with two double 

bonds in cis-configuration. It found in the lipids of cell membranes and in 

many nuts, fatty seeds and their derived vegetable oils. Linoleic acid belongs 

to one of the two essential fatty acids, which means that the human body 

cannot synthesize it from other food components and it must be consumed for 

proper health. A diet deficient in linoleate causes mild skin scaling, hair 

loss, and poor wound healing in rats [50]. It is produced by plants and in 

particular is enriched in seed oils. Although nature produces linoleic acid at 

concentrations fairly equitable with those of α-linolenic acid, modern 

agriculture has greatly enriched linoleic acid in the food supply. Although 

animals are incapable of producing linoleic acid, livestock are fed diets 

particularly rich in this fatty acid, and thus humans acquire a large portion of 

their linoleic acid from meats. LA has become increasingly popular in the 

beauty products industry because of its beneficial properties on the skin which 

is used in making quick-drying oils useful in oil paints and varnishes. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogenation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cetyl_alcohol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyunsaturated_fatty_acid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Omega-6_fatty_acid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stereoisomerism#Cis-trans_and_E-Z_isomerism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_membrane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nut_(fruit)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vegetable_oil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Essential_fatty_acid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drying_oil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oil_paint
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Varnish
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Research points to linoleic acid's anti-inflammatory, acne reductive and skin-

lightening [51-54]. Linoleic acid lipid radicals can be used to show 

the antioxidant effect of polyphenols and natural phenols. LA is converted by 

non enzymatic autoxidation mechanisms to mono-hydroxyl products viz., 13-

hydroxyoctadecadienoic acid and 9-hydroxyoctadecadienoic acid; these two 

hydroxy metabolites are enzymatically oxidized to their keto metabolites, 13-

oxo-octadecadienoic acid and 9-oxo-octadecdienoic acid. Linoleic acid serves 

as a precursor for the production of the essential fatty acid arachidonic acid, 

as well as other n-6 acyl species [24].  

         Mammals fuel hibernation by oxidizing saturated and unsaturated fatty 

acids from triacylglycerols in adipocytes, yet the relative importance of these 

two categories as an oxidative fuel may change during hibernation. The fatty 

acid oxidation sequence just described is typical when the incoming fatty acid 

is saturated. However, most of the fatty acids in the triacylglycerols and 

phospholipids of animals and plants are unsaturated, having one or more 

double bonds. 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lipid_peroxidation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antioxidant_effect_of_polyphenols_and_natural_phenols
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autoxidation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydroxy_group
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/13-Hydroxyoctadecadienoic_acid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/13-Hydroxyoctadecadienoic_acid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/9-Hydroxyoctadecadienoic_acid
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1.5. OXIDIZING AGENTS 

1.5.1. Chromium Trioxide (CrVIO3) 

         Chromium is a transition metal having oxidation states between -2 and 

+6, which vary in colors and geometries of their compounds [55]. The most 

common and stable oxidation states are +3 and +6 with electronic 

configurations of 3d3 4s0 and 3d0 4s0, respectively. Chromium(III) is 

amphoteric, capable of forming complexes with both acids and bases, which 

are to some extent, kinetically substitution-inert [56]. Compounds of CrIII are 

mainly octahedral [57,58]. Oxo compounds of CrVI in aqueous solutions are 

tetrahedral in their geometries. Compounds of other oxidation states, 

particularly +2, +4, and +5, are unstable and are easily converted to stable 

oxidation states of chromium. 

        The potentials of redox pairs of chromium are presented in Figure 1.8, 

which suggests the +2 oxidation state is a good reductant, while the +6 

oxidation state is a powerful oxidant [56]. In acidic solutions, CrVI is unstable 

and proceeds to the most stable state, Cr(III). The estimated potentials of 

CrVI/CrV, CrV/CrIV, and CrIV/CrIII redox pairs are also given in Figure 1.8. 

Also, the one-electron redox potentials increase in the order CrVI < CrV < CrIV. 

CrIII and CrVI show different chemical behaviors, toxicities, and bio-

availabilities [59].  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transition_metal
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Figure 1.8. Potential diagrams of chromium 

         Chromium trioxide (CrO3) is an inorganic compound which is 

deliberated as the acidic anhydride of chromic acid which is hydrolyzed in 

water to form chromic acid [60]. It is very toxic to biological systems and 

carcinogenic but the related CrIII derivatives are relatively non-toxic [61,62] 

and they are fundamental in human nutrition in glucose metabolism; 

thus, reductants are used to destroy chromium(VI) samples by reduction to 

lower oxidation states. Chromium trioxide is a potent oxidizer for the 

oxidation reactions of organic compounds because it is very stable in organic 

solvents [63-65].  
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1.5.1.a. Production, structure, and basic reactions 

         Chromium trioxide is generated by treating sodium chromate or the 

corresponding sodium dichromate with sulfuric acid [66]:  

H2SO4 + Na2Cr2O7 → 2 CrO3 + Na2SO4 + H2O 

The solid consists of chains of tetrahedrally coordinated chromium atoms that 

share vertices. Each chromium center, therefore, shares two oxygen centers 

with neighbors. Two oxygen atoms are not shared, giving an overall 

stoichiometry of 1:3 [67].  

 

Figure 1.9. Chains of tetrahedrally coordinated chromium atoms in CrO3 

The structure of monomeric CrO3 was calculated using density functional 

theory, and is predicted to be pyramidal (point group C3v) rather 

than planar (point group D3h) [68].  

 

Figure 1.10. The structure of monomeric CrO3 
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         Some reactions of CrO3 are given below: 

Primary alcohols 

  4 CrO3 + 3 RCH2OH + 12 H+ → 3 RCOOH + 4 Cr3+ + 9 H2O 

Secondary alcohols 

2 CrO3 + 3 R2CHOH + 6 H+ → 3 R2C=O + 2 Cr3+ + 6 H2O 

Chromic esters have been deliberated as intermediates in these oxidations that 

decays to radical species, which are further oxidized to products.  

1.5.1.b. Oxidation by chromium(VI)  

       A great variety of compounds containing chromium(VI) have 

substantiated to be versatile reagents capable of oxidizing numerous 

oxidizable organic reactive group [69]. Chromic acid is the supreme common 

oxidizing agent engaged in organic chemistry for over a century. Oxides and 

oxyacids of chromium(VI) are also vigorous oxidants. In spite of several 

studies available in the literature described the kinetics of oxidation using 

chromic acid for a variety of inorganic [70-72] and organic [73-76] 

compounds, very little interest has been focused on the oxidation by 

chromium trioxide oxidant [63-65]. Also, a careful literature review 

illuminated that no work was performed on the kinetics of oxidation of the 
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selected organic acids, barbituric, thiobarbituric, palmitic and linoleic acids 

by any oxidant. Regarding the significance of such organic acids, and the 

deficiency of information about utilization of chromium trioxide as an 

oxidant, we decided to explore the kinetics and mechanism of oxidation of 

such acids by chromium trioxide in different acidic media, perchloric and 

sulfuric acid solutions.  

 

1.5.2. Potassium Ferricyanide 

         Potassium ferricyanide, K3[Fe(CN)6], or hexacyanoferrate (HCF) is a 

bright red salt which contains the octahedrally coordinated [Fe(CN)6]
3− ion 

[77].  It was initially used in the production of ultramarine dyes. It has low 

toxicity, its main hazard being that it is a mild irritant to the eyes and skin. 

However, under very strongly acidic conditions, highly toxic hydrogen 

cyanide gas is evolved, according to the equation: 

[Fe(CN)6]
3− + 6 H+ → 6 HCN + Fe3+ 

          Hexacyanoferrate(III) is an efficient one-electron oxidant especially in 

alkaline media [78,79] due to its high stability, water solubility and its 

moderate reduction potential, leading to its reduction to hexacyanoferrate(II), 

a stable product [80]. It adds less error to the experimental results, and the 

data can be analyzed meticulously to establish the reaction path. The 

chemistry of hexacyanoferrate(III) in alkaline medium, particularly its 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Octahedral_molecular_geometry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coordination_compound
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferricyanide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_cyanide
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen_cyanide
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oxidative capacity in oxidation of organic compounds [81-91] is well 

understood.  

1.5.2.a. Structure 

        Like other metal cyanides, solid potassium ferricyanide has a 

complicated polymeric structure. The polymer consists of octahedral 

[Fe(CN)6]
3− centers crosslinked with K+ ions that are bound to the CN ligands 

[92] as shown in Figure 1.11. The K+---NCFe linkages break when the solid 

is dissolved in water. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.11. Octahedral structure of hexacyanoferrate (HCF). 

 

1.5.2.b. Preparation 

         Potassium ferricyanide is manufactured by passing chlorine through 

a solution of potassium ferrocyanide. Potassium ferricyanide separates from 

the solution: 

2 K4[Fe(CN)6] + Cl2 → 2 K3[Fe(CN)6] + 2 KCl 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ligand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Octahedral_molecular_geometry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chlorine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potassium_ferrocyanide
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1.5.2.c. Applications 

         Potassium ferricyanide has various applications as follows: 

1. It was used as an oxidizing agent to remove silver from color negatives 

and positives during processing, a process called bleaching. 

2. It is used as a mild oxidizing agent in organic chemistry.  

3. It is also used in many amperometric biosensors as an electron 

transfer agent replacing an enzyme's natural electron transfer agent such 

as oxygen as with the enzyme glucose oxidase.  

4. It is often used in physiology experiments as a means of increasing a 

solution's redox potential. As such, it can oxidize reduced cytochrome c 

in intact isolated mitochondria.  

5. In color lithography, it is employed to reduce the size of color dots 

without reducing their number, as a kind of manual color correction 

called dot etching.  

6. It is also used in black-and-white photography with sodium 

thiosulfate (hypo) to reduce the density of a negative or gelatin silver 

print [93]. 

7. The compound has widespread use in blueprint drawing and 

in photography (Cyanotype process).  
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8. The compound is also used to harden iron and steel, 

in electroplating, dyeing wool, as a laboratory reagent. 

9. It presents in ferroxyl indicator solution (along with phenolphthalein) 

which turns blue (Prussian blue) in the presence of Fe2+ ions, and which 

can therefore be used to detect metal oxidation that will lead to rust. 

10. In histology, potassium ferricyanide is used to detect ferrous iron in 

biological tissue. 
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